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Milestone releases of key digital services on the NSW Planning Portal

**CDC 1.0**
Initial release of the Online Complying Development Certificate (CDC) service. Made available to five councils.

**Cladding register**
The EP&A regulation requires building owners with external combustible cladding to register their building. This release enables them to register online.

**CDC 1.1**
This release provided enhancements to the Online CDC service and was made available to an additional four councils.

**C & R 1.0**
The Online Concurrence and Referral (C&R) service enables councils to seek State agency advice on DAs via the NSW Planning Portal. Initial to nine councils and 24 State agencies.

**Free Tree Initiative**
Claim a Free Tree tool to encourage the expansion of green canopy in greenfield areas of Western Sydney. Free trees are available to certain CDC approved developments.

**Online Submission**
The Online Submission service enables councils to submit important reports to the Department, such as Variations to Development Standards. Initial release to five councils.

**DA 1.0**
The Online Development Application (DA) service enables the submission, tracking and determination of DAs via the NSW Planning Portal. Initial release to 12 councils.
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- **C & R 1.1**
  - Release of an API (Application Program Interface) to allow integration State agency IT systems with Online services.
  - January 2019

- **DA 2.0**
  - Integration of the Online DA service with the Online Concurrence and Referral service. It enables councils using both to request State agency advice from one dashboard.
  - March 2019

- **C & R 2.0**
  - Following reforms to the EP&A Act, the Secretary can now intervene on behalf of agencies where there is conflicting advice between or unnecessary delays. This release enables all councils to request Secretary’s Intervention online.
  - March 2019

- **Portal 3.0**
  - Enhancement of the NSW Planning Portal to enhance user experience.
  - May 2019

- **ePlanning Spatial Viewer**
  - Release of the ePlanning Spatial Viewer, a digital mapping service showing how planning instrument mapping applies across NSW.
  - May 2019

- **Planning Panels**
  - An enhanced and more simplified Planning Panels Secretariat work flow was released. This includes the creation of a new Planning Panel website and enables all councils to register DA’s with the panel.
  - June 2019

- **DA 3.0**
  - Enhancements to the Online DA service to include SIC, VPA and Planning Panels assessments.
  - June 2019

- **Integration**
  - ePlanning is developing a series of APIs to allow councils to integrate their systems with the Department.
  - July 2019

Version 4.0
Last Updated 1 July 2019
As part of our commitment to developing an end to end building approval solution, we are creating digital work flow for Occupation Certificates (OC).

We are also developing an end to end building approval solution, we are creating digital work flow for Construction Certificates (CC).

We are also developing an end to end building approval solution, we are creating digital work flow for Subdivision Certificates (SC).

Further enhancements to the Complying Development Certificate (CDC) service, Concurrence and Referral (C&R), Development Applications (DA) and Planning Panels to reflect MoG changes.

Provides a work flow and new register for State Voluntary Planning Agreements (SVPA).

Upgrade and enhancements to the PEGA Platform to PEGA 8.1 for Online Services.

Applications for Site Compatibility Certificates and work flow, Exhibitions and Online payments to support the assessment by DPIE.
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- **Integration 2.0**
  - Quarter three 2019
  - ePlanning will integrate and provide a single sign on to Service NSW with easy to do business.

- **Standardise DCP**
  - Quarter four 2019
  - We are in the design phase of standardising Development Control Plans (DCP) across NSW. Will be released after community consultation and feedback.

- **SIC 2.0**
  - Quarter four 2019
  - Further enhancements to the Special Infrastructure Contributions (SIC) assessments.

- **BASIX**
  - Quarter four 2019
  - We are in the design phase of re-developing the BASIX tool to allow users to apply for, submit payments and retrieve their BASIX certificate.

- **LSPS**
  - Quarter three 2019
  - We are expanding the Online Submission service to enable councils to submit their Local Strategic Planning Statements (LSPS) online.

- **SVPA 2.0**
  - Quarter four 2019
  - Further enhancements to the State Voluntary Planning Agreements (SVPA).

- **Register of Consent**
  - Quarter one 2020
  - Further enhancements to the Register of consent work flow. This will be integrated with the Online service database and provides a public mapping tool.

- **ePlanning Spatial Viewer 2.0**
  - Quarter one 2020
  - Further enhancements to the ePlanning Spatial Viewer.